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Abstract— The execution and survival of ad hoc networks
depends on cooperative and trusting nature of the distributed
nodes. There is a common assumption in the routing protocols
that all nodes are trustworthy and cooperative. However, this
naïve dependency on intermediate nodes makes the ad hoc
networks vulnerable to passive and active attacks by malicious
nodes. To enhance security in ad hoc networks, it is important to
evaluate the trustworthiness of other nodes without central
authorities. A considerable amount of work has been done on
trust based routing. Yet there are some issues which are not
addressed clearly in the existing papers. These issues are like
concept of malicious node/selfish node, calculation of trust,
concept of central trust authority, proactive nature of
calculation and lack of security model for cryptographic
analysis of trust based routing. If these issues may be taken care
of then an efficient and robust trust based protocol can be
developed.
Index Terms— MANETs, Selfish Nodes, Trust.

I. INTRODUCTION
MANETs are the collection of wireless nodes that can
dynamically form a network anytime and anywhere to
exchange information without using any pre-existing
infrastructure. The highly dynamic nature of MANET [1], [2]
coupled with limited bandwidth and battery power imposes
severe restrictions on routing protocols especially on
achieving the routing stability. Due to all these constraints,
designing of a routing protocol is still a challenging task for
researchers. This paper addresses the problem of trust based
routing in Mobile ad hoc network. Since mobile nodes in
Mobile ad hoc network can move arbitrarily the topology may
change frequently at unpredictable times. Transmission and
reception parameters may also impact the topology. So it is
very difficult to find and maintain an optimal route taking
trust as a parameter. The routing algorithm must react quickly
to topological changes as per the degree of trust of a node or a
complete path between a source and a destination pair. Nodes
in Mobile ad hoc network communicate over wireless links.
Therefore efficient calculation of trust is a major issue in
mobile ad hoc networks because an ad hoc network depends
on cooperative and trusting nature of its nodes. As the nodes
are dynamic the number of nodes in route selection is always
changing thus the degree of also keep changing. There are
some issues in mobile ad hoc networks regarding trust based
routing which are not being mentioned clearly in the existing
trust based routing proposals [3-8]. Some of these issues are
pointed out in this paper in section II.

Trust is extracted from social relationship. It is always
established between two parties for a specific action. In
particular, one party trusts the other party to perform an
action. Trust may be referred as belief or reputation of one
entity to other to perform an action [9]. Trust in entities is
based on the fact that the trusted entity will not act maliciously
in a particular situation. As no one can ever be absolutely sure
of this fact, trust is solely dependent on the belief of the
trustor. Trust may be calculated directly or indirectly
depending upon the nature of the protocol. While in most of
the proposals it is calculated indirectly with the use
certification method. In this case no direct trust can be
established between two nodes rather nodes become
dependent of the previous calculations of other neighbouring
nodes. Different metrics can be used for trust like belief,
reputation, linguistic descriptions in [10], discrete integers in
[11], continuous value in [0,1] in [12], a 2-tuple in [0,1]2 in
[13], and a triplet in [0,1]3 in [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes issues and requirements. Finally we present the
conclusion and future work in Section III.
II. ISSUES AND REQUIREMENTS
A. Malicious/ Selfish Node:
Definition of a malicious/selfish node is come into existence
in [15] Whenever a node receives a request to relay traffic, it
normally perform an action on the request while practically,
intermediate node may not wish to consume their energy to
carry some other node’s traffic. This is known as selfish
behaviour of a node and that node is referred as a selfish node.
In the similar fashion if a large number of nodes behave
selfishly and refuse to act as an intermediate node between a
pair of source and destination, network efficiency will be
reduced upto a great extent.
Although a definition of malicious node is given here but yet
none of the existing definition of malicious node in the
existing proposals defines the reason or ground rules for
marking a node as malicious or selfish node. In other words
none of the previous work identifies that why a node is not
interested in forwarding the relay traffic between a
source-destination pair. So there is a need to introduce some
ground rules or a set of all possible reasons due to which a
node may be considered as malicious or selfish node.
B. Definition and Calculation of Trust:
In case of trust again there are confusions in the definition of
trust because in wired networks whether a node is reliable or
not is identified by certification mechanism which is an
indirect method of trust calculation. On this basis reliability
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and non-maliciousness can be clubbed together. While
marking a node as malicious or no reliable in MANETs is not
easy due to dynamic changing topology. It is very difficult to
incorporate certification mechanism in ad hoc networks,
because reliability and maliciousness has to be taken care as
separate issues.
In wireless network reliability/security is a global issue while
trust is a local issue of the routing and as in the existing trust
based routing proposal authors have given a trust based model
without specifying a security analysis of the proposed model
against attacks. Therefore there is need to develop a trust
based model considering security as an important parameter.
Calculation of trust for an individual node or a path is done
in several papers [3-8], [16]. But it is not mentioned clearly in
any of the referenced paper that how nodes can calculate and
advertise the trust among the network. Although a detailed
method is presented in [16] but again calculation of advertise
trust is not clearly mentioned.
C. Proactive Nature of Trust based Protocols:
All the existing work shows that dynamic computation of trust
is proactive in nature and contain a lot of overheads due to
access use of control packets which are used for advertising
trust, calculating observed trust and issuing certificates in the
trust calculation. This overhead is due to the indirect
calculation of trust of a node or a path. Therefore direct trust
mechanism is required instead of recommendation from
trusted third party.
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III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper some of the routing issues and change
requirement related to trust based routing has been pointed
out. These issues are supposed to take good care for
developing an efficient, secure and robust routing protocol for
wireless ad hoc networks. Taking these issues in to account
handling and identification of malicious node can be done
easily as well as a model can be developed for calculating
trust and analyzing security of the model.
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